
Dispatch 
Police!

Don't Dispatch 
Police!

HPI's Goals: 

Priority 
Response. 
No False 
Alarms.

Videofied 

              With Videofied (a Video Verified Alarm) HPI keeps 
24/7/365 watch over your property. Better than a normally 
blind alarm system and more effective and much, much 
cheaper than a guard or watchman a Videofied alarm goes 
straight to HPI's Central Station dispatcher who can then see 
the intruder and provide police the information that will get 
your alarm a priority response.  Saving time, getting results! 
              The dispatcher is not blindly sending police or you 
to an unknown, possibly false alarm. They see what triggered 
the alarm. The dispatcher can quickly determine if the alarm 
is valid and dispatch police immediately without having to 
make calls to verify. The police are told that HPI has verified 
thru video that, “an intruder is on the property”.  Police 
respond quicker because they know it's a crime-in-progress.  
              You can get a video clip emailed to you or the 
police as evidence. And you can look-in anytime and pull a 
clip thru select viewers.

��False alarms get no dispatch & no false alarm fines. That 
raises the reliability of those alarms that we do dispatch on. 
��Police (& you) know what to expect when you arrive on 
the scene.  
��Crimes-in-progress receive higher priority response. 
��Completely wireless quick installation and easily 
repositioned. No phone lines or power needed. 
��Videofied devices are motion detectors with a night 
vision camera that is built to highly critical standards.  
��Not a CCTV Digital Video Recording System that only 
collects evidence of events that have happened.  
��Videofied happens in real time. 
�� Videofied sends a 10 second eyewitness video clip of 
what triggered the alarm that can be emailed to you and/or 
police as evidence. 

See Sample Videos and more how it works at http://www.videofied.com/ .  
And see different Videofied Applications at https://www.videofied.com/us/en/applications/ 



Then Get Videofied
Video Verified Alarms by HPI

- Get faster, better police response when we tell
them we see an intruder on site

~
- Increase apprehension rates with suspect
descriptions and video evidence

~
- Reduce False Alarms by seeing what tripped
the motion detector before dispatching

~
- No phone, No Power, No Problem! Totally
self sufficient.

False 
Alarms

(See sample video clips at videofied.com)







 

 
 


